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Olive Arts online in October

(30/9) Julie Perrin a moving and 
stimulating story about having to use 
her non dominant hand and the power of 
story in finding resolve and meaning in 
the retelling of stories. Ann guided us in 
some experimental exercises of writing 
and drawing with our non dominant hand 
and noticing what emerged as a result. 
Stories about being left and right handed 
were shared as we learned more about 
each other. A deeply moving session.  

(7/10) Phil Kreveld and Lesbia Lesbia 
and Phil scintillated us with their beautiful 
paintings. Lesbia shared her recent 
watercolours that rendered memories 
of her homeland and the Venezuelan 
landscape and the effect of light and 
shade cast by the seasons. 

Phil showed us deeply powerful work that 
spoke of his love and care for humanity. 
The works resonated with deep feeling 
about the experiences of refugees and 
challenged us about our response to their 
experiences. It was a strongly reflective 
and thoughtful session        

14/10) Zia Tokhi oZia Tokhi dazzled us 
with a vast body of work comprising of 42 
artworks. The range was extensive and 
her use of colour was rich, textured and 
engaged the senses. From landscapes of 
Cradle Mountain to lakes in Morocco, Zia 
took us on travels to exotic places and 
drew our eye of focus on beautiful still 
life and swept us into the work of Monet 
and painterly impressionistic works of 
waterlilies and gardens. A great session.    
     

The joy of celebrating the creativity of our community continues ...

(21/10) Tim Hoffmann offered a presentation titled ‘My 
Melbourne’.  He writes ...

I am writing a book called My Melbourne. Recently I had the 
privilege to share some of my writing adventures with the folks 
from Olive Arts.  ‘My Melbourne’ is part memoir part travel 
guide, and is an account of my city seen through my personal 
history and experience. 

I shared with the group my chapter on Ringwood East the town 
I grew up in. I hope to find a publisher once its finished. Who 
knows what the future is for a first time writer, but hopefully the 
book will be available for purchase in four or five years time.           

                                                           

(28/10) David O’Brien showed 
us some truly engaging work. 
Through his love and skill in 
needlepoint, David has stitched 
panels representing The Stations 
of the Cross in 14 panels. The 
story of Jesus’s crucifixion 
and resurrection is known to 
us yet his artwork gave it a 
freshness of seeing the stories 
and bringing new insight and 
meaning. Another amazing 
session.                                 

Ann Soo

In November we are looking forward to presentations from Miream Salameh, Jane Allardice, Ann Soo and Saide Cameron.  

Do you have a creative gift you want to share?  Do you want to join this vibrant online community to celebrate creativity in many 
forms?  Contact Ann Soo or Leanne Salau.  Join online via Zoom on Wednesdays at 10:45 for an 11am start.

https://us02web.zoom.us/j/81912605550?pwd=bEpOVDlCeDVzL2ZLVy9iMlljZFlEdz09

